HOT ROD HIT SQUAD
PT Bruiser™
PT is a multi-talented monster rod. Sporting a giant, mid-mounted 468 c.i. rat
motor, PT can get it on with anything, and can turn a 9-second, 155 mph, ¼ mile.
Exotic hydraulics give it the snaky moves and the ability to get up and out of the
way of its own duelly slicks. When this beast lays down a patch, it looks like the
paint roller from hell!
Garbarator™
This 1966 International adds new meaning to the term “
hauling
trash.”This old timer has been resurrected as a wheel-standing
waste wanker with a blown Chevy big block 468 c.i. It’
s got some
hydraulic action going for it and can move when it has to. You
won’
t be woken up by banging cans in the morning .. this big dude
will blow you out of bed from two blocks away.

Rolling Bonz™ and Mini-Bonz™
Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today to remember the spookiest, most
outrageous low rider around. Rolling Bonz is looowww and slooowww ….
bajo y suavecito. But push the right buttons, and you’
ll get some really
intense action.

Funnyboni in Paradise™
If you’
d spent your entire life groaning around an ice cold
hockey rink, crawling at 4 mph, what would you dream
about? You’
d dream about fast motors, fast women, and a
nice warm place to enjoy them. That’
s just what this lucky
Zamboni is all about, with a blown big block Chevy, runs
an 8-second ¼ mile and has some hot new friends!

Sweet ChairRiot™
If you’
re looking for a FAST recovery, this is just
what the doctor ordered! Powered by a Cadillac
Northstar STS dual overhead cam 32 valve, 300
HP V-8, this thing really smokes ‘
em. If you live
¼ mile from the grocery store….you can get there
in 8 seconds! When you hear this healthcare honcho rumbling down the corridor you KNOW the
doctor is in!

HalfFast™
This classic 1956 Chevy shorty knows a thing or two about drifting.
A blown 454 spins the skins on this little honey and gives new meaning to “
smoke ’
em if you got ’
em.” The always crowd-pleasing Half
Fast twins pilot and co-pilot this sweet ride

